
SKILLS
SEARCH ADVERTISING

SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING

CONVERSION RATE OPTIMIZATION

DATA ANALYTICS

COPYWRITING/CONTENT

LEADERSHIP

EXPERIENCE

IN-HOUSE STUDIO | AGENCY
01/20 - PRESENT

WHOM HOME/BADGLEY MISCHKA HOME
7/18 - 12/19

DONGFANG HUASHANG MEDIA
3/16 - 6/18

INT’L EDUCATION RESEARCH FOUNDATION
7/15 - 3/16

OMNICHANNEL STRATEGY

KPI-FOCUSED PLANNING

CLIENT COMMUNICATION

TOOLS
GOOGLE MARKETING PLATFORM

ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE

HOOTSUITE/LATER/SPROUT SOCIAL

KLAVIYO/MAILCHIMP/CONS.CONT.

DATA STUDIO

SHOPIFY

HTML / CSS / JS / LIQUID

REVIEWS

DIRECTOR OF E-COMMERCE

  Directed organic and paid promotion for all e-com clients
  Achieved an average ROAS of at least 3.5 for 90% of clients. 
  Lowered customer acquisition cost for a haircare company by 50%. 
  Tripled online revenue YOY for a major retailer of outdoor goods 
  Raised PPC from 0% of sales to 21% of sales for same retailer
  Always met both internal and external benchmarks of success
  Managed a team five of direct reports

DIRECTOR, DIGITAL MARKETING

  Rebranded and launched a D2C consumer furniture brand
  Managed an in-house agency with six direct reports
  Produced and planed photoshoots for on the air advertising
  Custom-coded the website, add additional functionalities through      
_custom JS functions that bypassed platform limitations
  Wrote copy for extensive automated email marketing system as well
   as onsite, product descriptions and advertisements
  Conducted advanced AB & multivariate testing to optimize the 
_website for longer sessions, more time spent on pages, and more 
_purchases

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING

  Other Roles Held: 
 Social Media Associate
 Social Media Coordinator
 Social Media Director

  Worked between Shenzhen China, and Arcadia, CA
  Formed partnerships between education and recreation institutions in 
_each country to establish educational travel programs.
  Expanded company’s offerings to include professional preceptorships
  Used a hybrid event and digital strategy to nurture leads with content 
_dynamically chosen based on how the lead was acquired
  Created complex email automation flows integrated with Facebook 
_custom audiences to control messaging.

RESEARCH & COPYWRITER

  Researched and developed marketing materials and published works 
_in the field of international education exchange.
  Authored blog posts and in-depth articles about issues in the 
_international education industry.
  Advised state licensure boards, universities and accreditation organi- 
_zations on foreign credentials and their relative equivalencies.

kevin@kevinorbach.com
FIRST NAME

EMAIL LAST NAME

WEBSITE

3 10.79 5.104 0

“Kevin is exceptionally accommodating and 
has a very strong work ethic.”

“He genuinely seeks the best solution to a 
client's problem, rather than just doing 
precisely what is asked. He's consultative, 
which I like.”

“The quality of his work is high and the 
resulting Shopify store I have now looks 
really good.”

“He goes the extra mile, every time. This is 
invaluable.”


